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The characteristic features were found in the electromagnetic spectrum of radiation

from free falling dipole, when it is fall radially into a Schwarzschild black hole. These

features can be used as another method for the black hole mass determinating.

Also, these features can be used for the determination some characteristics of the

magnetosphere or the accretion disk around the black hole.

I. INTRODUCTION

As is well known (see [1, 2]) either black hole in general relativity characterized by only

three parameters: mass, angular momentum and electric charge. All other features of the

matter which collapsing into a black hole should be fully radiated. This property of black

holes called ”no hair theorem”, due to this property all electromagnetic multipole moments

should disappear as the system of charges close to the black hole horizon1. Here we consider

consequences of this property for a Schwarzschild black hole, ie for non-rotating and non-

charged. Let us consider the radiation arising during the accelerated motion of the dipole,

which freely falling along the radius in to the black hole. Reverse influence of the particle

on the black hole we ignore.

To find the components of the field which radiated by an essentially non-periodic motion

of the charge we can use two ways:

∗ shatskiy@asc.rssi.ru
1 If the black hole rotates and electrically charged (Kerr-Newman solution) it has its own magnetic moment.
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1. Extracting square root from the relativistic bremsstrahlung power of the radiation

charge (see [3] or [4], §76).

2. The field transformation from a locally inertial reference system (related to the charge)

to the Schwarzschild reference system at the point of observation (at infinity).

Both methods give the same result. In our previous studies [5, 6] we have described in

detail the second method.

Both of these methods differ from suggested earlier: solution of general relativistic wave

equation (Dalamberta type) for the field — see [7–9].

The obtained of the spectrum solution indicated that the radiation peaks at frequen-

cies about c/rg (here c — speed of light and rg — radius of the event horizon of a black

hole). So, for example, for a black hole in the center of the Milky Way with the black

hole mass Mbh ∼ 106M�, almost all of the electromagnetic energy emitted at wavelengths

λm ∼ rg ≈ 106[km]. Such waves technically impossible to register on the Earth. Moreover,

even for a black hole with the mass order of the mass of the sun radiation peaks at a

wavelength of about one kilometer, which is very complicates the registration of such waves.

So a necessity arose to determine the asymptotic behavior — in the electromagnetic

spectrum from this radiation at high frequencies. If this asymptotic will be exponentially

decreasing, then experimentally detecting this radiation will be technically impossible. And if

the asymptotic will be have the power spectrum, with the small (in absolute value) exponents,

it will be possible to register such radiation (in the ”tail” spectrum), and it’s characteristic

features (of the radiation) for define the parameters of the black hole and characteristics

dipole falling.

As will be shown in Section III, the asymptotic behavior of the spectral energy density

of the radiation would be exactly a power law, with an exponent k = −2.

II. THE FEATURES OF THE DIPOLE RADIATION SPECTRUM

The characteristic feature of the spectral energy density of the radiation Ed,ω for dipole

falling into the black hole is its periodic nonmonotonic (damped oscillations — see Fig. 1).

And the corresponding frequency interval ∆ω between the local extremums of the spectrum

is the order c/r0, where r0 — initial radius at which the dipole begins radial falling from rest.

The cause of these oscillations of the spectrum is obvious non-periodicity at the velocity of
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Figure 1: The dependence of the spectral density of the radiation energy Ed,ω — in units of

d20/(48πcr2g), here argument (ωrg/c) with the different initial radii r0 of falling dipole.
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the dipole (the particle moves only in one direction along the radius) and the fact that the

movement begins from a finite radius — see further.

As is well known the spectral energy density is the square of the Fourier components of the

field (see [4], §66), so it is a positive definite function. At the same the Fourier components of

the radiated field oscillate similarly at the same time decreasing by amplitude — see Fig. 1.

If the value r0/rg tends to infinity (ie fall occurs from infinite radius), then interval

between oscillations of frequency spectrum ∆ω tends to zero, and the oscillation frequency

tends to infinity.

Therefore at infinity this spectrum is a monotonically decreasing function2, which asymp-

totic behavior will be found in the following section. In this case near the frequency ω ∼ c/rg

the spectrum has the characteristic shape of a bell, which coincides with the results of [7–11].

In these papers the spectra calculations were performed only for the case r0/rg → infty, and

graphs of the spectra were developed only for the quadrupole radiation (and higher order

multipoles). In works [5, 6], we have shown that the radiation of the dipole (which falling

into a black hole) in the main approximation is dipolar.

In this paper we consider the more general case r0/rg ∼ 10 (not infinite — as in the

works [7–11]). As already mentioned, in the general case, the spectral energy density has

an infinite number of local maxima and local minima (equal to zero). This distinguishes it

from the degenerate (asymptotic) case r0/rg →∞, has only one local maximum at the point

ω ∼ c/rg.

Due to the property of quasi-periodicity the spectrum for the general case r0/rg ∼ 10 will

be, in principle, to distinguish from the other spectra and analyze.

The results obtained for the dipole radiation, can be compared with the shape of the

spectra from works [8, 12]. In this works was obtained the spectr of quadrupole gravitational

radiation for the test particle which radial falling into a Schwarzschild black hole — see Fig. 2.

Moreover in [12] (just like us) was considered the falling from a finite radius r0 = 40rg. And

their spectrum contains the oscillations which similar to our — see Fig. 2(a).

But the authors of [12] concluded that these oscillations can be caused by incorrect

parameter selected in the there numerical method of calculation (calculation of these authors

based on the Zerlini functions method). Regarding the work [8]: there is a falling from infinity

2 Since the average value of a sine wave insquare is equal to the 1/2.
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(a) at r0/rg = 40 — from work [12]. (b) at r0/rg =∞ — from work [8].

Figure 2: The dependence of the spectral density of radiation energy for the quadrupole gravita-

tional radiation.

and therefore there is no oscillation — see Fig. 2(b). But that is typical for the presented

is also in this Fig. 2(b) spectra octupole (L = 3) and hexadecapole (L = 4) radiation —

following multipole amplitude an in order smaller than the previous multipole. Hence we

see that the amplitude of the dipole radiation should be much larger than the amplitude of

all other multipoles (which we ignore in this paper).

Where are the oscillations in the spectrum? To answer this question we point out

that oscillation spectrum also appear when we calculating of the Fourier-transform from

a non-periodic motion of a charge in a flat space (eg acceleration along a straight line

for a finite time period). In this case the interval between the frequency of the spec-

trum oscillations ∆ω = π/∆t decreases to zero at infinite time interval velocity change

(as well as in our problem). This simple model problem can easily be solved analytically

(for the flat space-time). Thus the Fourier-transform from acceleration a(t) has the form:

aω = a0 [sin(ω∆t)− cos(ω∆t) + 1] /ω. This is the cause of the oscillation spectrum.

III. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE RADIATION SPECTRUM AT HIGH

FREQUENCIES

We consider the process of dipole radial falling (as a point, test particle) along a geodesic

world line to the Schwarzschild black hole.

In the works [5, 6] we have found radiated tangential electric and magnetic fields which

generated by charged particle (or dipole) in the black hole.
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These fields have been found due to the relativistic field transformations from locally

inertial reference frame connected with the moving charge (or dipole) to a fixed Schwarzschild

reference frame of the observer. After this was calculated the Fourier transformatons of the

found radiation fields. The radiation spectrum is Fourier transform in the square see [4],

§66.

We introduce some notation:

a ≡
√

1− rg/rd, b ≡
√
rg/rd − rg/r0, c1 ≡

√
1− rg/r0 . (1)

Let us write down the expressions for the Fourier transform of the field from works [5, 6]:

Fθt
ωd⊥

=

∞∫
0

F θt
d⊥

[sin(ωt) + cos(ωt)]

2
dt , (2)

F θt
d⊥

=
d0
r2
· rga

2(b+ c1)[a
2c1 − 2b2(b+ c1)]

4c1r3d[(b+ c1)2 − a4b2]3/2
. (3)

Function F θt
d⊥ (t,r) is a tangential electric field of the dipole radiation d0 at the time of its

taking away rd from the black hole (for the transverse orientation of the dipole).

And the dipole law of motion t(rd) defined by the expression which obtained in the same

papers [5, 6]:

ct(rd) =
√
rd(r0 − rd)(r0/rg − 1) +

(r0 + 2rg)
√
r0/rg − 1

2
· arccos

(
2rd
r0
− 1

)
+

+rg · ln

[
2
√
rd(r0 − rd)(r0/rg − 1) + r0 + rd(r0/rg − 2)

r0(rd/rg − 1)

]
(4)

Thus, the initial conditions correspond to the t(rd = r0) = 0.

Let’s split the integral (2) into two parts: (from 0 to t1) and (from t1 to infinity). Let the

time t1 corresponds to the position of the dipole at the radius r1. Let us first consider the

second integral (from t1 to infinity).

Let us denote: δ(rd) ≡ (rd/rg − 1) and δ1 ≡ (r1/rg − 1).

Select the radius r1, so that δ ≤ δ1 << 1 (it corresponds to t1 >> rg/c).

Rewrite (4) in the linear approximation with respect to δ in the form:

ct ≈ ct2 + κδ − rg ln(δ) ⇒ δ ≈ exp

(
ct2 − ct
rg

)
·
(

1 +
κδ

rg

)
≈ exp

(
ct2 − ct
rg

)
(5)

Here t2 & κ are constants (accounting the constant κ in this formula is the excess of required

accuracy).
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Figure 3: Graph for the second integral (2) (from t1 to infinity) — part of the Fourier transform

of the field F θtd⊥ and graph of attractor (8) at r0 = 10rg and δ1 = 10−3. The vertical axis is scaled

in units d0δ1/(4
√

2r2rgc), and the horizontal axis in units (ωrg/c).

Taking into account that a2 ≈ δ, we find that in the linear approximationthe remaining

quantities of the formula (3) can be taken in the zero approximation with respect to δ: b ≈ c1,

rd ≈ rg. Hence the second integral (2) (from t1 to infinity) in the linear approximation with

respect to small value δ can be written as:

Fθt
ωd⊥ (II) ≈

∞∫
t1

d0 δ [sin(ωt) + cos(ωt)]

8r2r2g
dt ≈

∞∫
t1

d0 exp [c(t2 − t)/rg] · [sin(ωt) + cos(ωt)]

8r2r2g
dt (6)

Integrating, we obtain:

Fθt
ωd⊥ (II) =

d0 δ1 [sin(ωt1) (1− ωrg/c) + cos(ωt1) (1 + ωrg/c)]

8r2rgc [1 + (ωrg/c)2]
=

d0 δ1 sin(ωt1 + γ)

4
√

2r2rgc
√

1 + (ωrg/c)2
(7)

Here the phase γ is given by sin γ ≡ (1 + ωrg/c)/
√

2[1 + (ωrg/c)2].

Attractor of expression (7) is a function:

Att ≡ d0 δ1

4
√

2r2rgc
√

1 + (ωrg/c)2
→ d0 δ1

4
√

2r2rgc(ωrg/c)
(8)

Here the arrow indicates the limit at (ωrg/c)→∞. The comparison of attractor with the

numerical value of the second part of the integral (2) is shown in Figure 3.

The index k for the radiation spectral energy density corresponding to the attractor
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(a) r0 = 4rg (b) r0 = 10rg

(c) r0 = 20rg (d) r0 = 100rg

Figure 4: Dependences for the square of the radiation field (F θtd⊥)2 (proportional to the Poynting

vector) on time — see (3, 4). The vertical axis is scaled in units d20/(rrg)
4 and horizontal — scaled

in units (ct/rg). At the maximum (F θtd⊥)2 ≡ F 2
m.

asymptotic behavior (8) is equal to minus two3. But we still need to include the contribution

from the first part of the integral (2), which (as will be seen below) is the main contribution

to the integral.

Expression (3) has a pronounced local extreme. This extremum can be analytically de-

termine exactly, but there is no need to do this. Since time t monotonically associated with

the radius of the dipole rd by the law of motion (4), then the expression (3) can also be

represented as a function of time — see Fig. 4.

Assume that the point of this extremum is located at t = tm and F θt
d⊥

(tm) ≡ Fm. We

expand the function F θt
d⊥

(t) near the tm into a Taylor series in magnitude (t− tm):

F θt
d⊥

(t) = Fm + C2(t− tm)2 + C3(t− tm)3 + ... (9)

This expansion is valid we suppose in finite time interval: t ∈ [0, t1]. Substituting (9) in the

3 Because the spectral energy density is the square of the Fourier component of the field.
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Figure 5: The characteristic shape of the spectrum. Plot of the expression in the square brackets

from the formula (13). On the horizontal axis — argument (ωt1).

first part of the integral (2), we obtain:

Fθt
ωd⊥ (I)

=
1

2ω

x1∫
0

[sin(x) + cos(x)] ·
[
Fm +

C2(x− xm)2

ω2
+
C3(x− xm)3

ω3
+ ...

]
dx (10)

Here we introduce the variables x ≡ ωt, x1 ≡ ωt1 and xm ≡ ωtm.

Therefore, in the limit of (ω >> c/rg), we obtain:

Fθt
ωd⊥ (I) ≈

Fm
2ω

x1∫
0

[sin(x) + cos(x)] dx =
Fm
2ω

[1 + sin(x1)− cos(x1)] =

=
Fm√
2ω

[
1√
2

+ sin
(
ωt1 −

π

4

)]
(11)

It follows that for the first part of the integral (2) Fθt
ωd⊥ (I) index k for the spectral radiation

energy density is also equal to minus two. Moreover with δ1 << 1 the expression (11) is a

major contribution in the integral (2), because Fθt
ωd⊥ (I) >> Fθt

ωd⊥ (II).

Thus for (ω >> c/rg) the statement that k = −2 holds for all integral (2).

IV. THE CHARACTERISTIC OBSERVATION FEATURES OF THE

SPECTRUM

A distinctive feature of the radiation spectral energy density from dipole which falling

into the black hole is not so much its asymptotic attractor as a characteristic oscillation

period of the spectrum — see Fig. 1.
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According to [4], §66 the spectral energy density Ed,ω has the form4:

Ed,ω =
cr2

3π

(
Fθt
ωd⊥

√
|gθθ|

)2
(12)

Therefore, from the expression (11) we have (at ω >> c/rg):

Ed,ω =
cr4F 2

m

6πω2

[
1 +
√

2 sin
(
ωt1 −

π

4

)
− 1

2
sin (2ωt1)

]
(13)

According to this expression we obtained that the spectral energy density oscillates at the

two frequencies (see Fig. 5): (∆ω)1 = π/t1 and (∆ω)2 = π/(2t1). Therefore, the definition

of these frequencies (oscillations of the spectrum) is the main task of of this work.

According to the formula (5) time t1 can be defined as:

ct1 ≡ ct2 + rg ln(1/δ1) (14)

And time t2, according to (4), defined as:

ct2 ≡ (r0 − rg) +
(r0 + 2rg)

√
r0/rg − 1

2
· arccos

(
2rg
r0
− 1

)
+ rg · ln

[
4

(
1− rg

r0

)]
(15)

At r0/rg >∼ 10 we have: ct2 >> rg ln(1/δ1), in this case5

ct1 ≈ ct2 ≈ (r0 − rg) +
π(r0 + 2rg)

√
r0/rg − 1

2
(16)

The numerical calculation and graphical representation (see Fig. 4) shown that the char-

acteristic radiation of ∆t (which can be estimated as the length of radiation with a power

greater than the half-maximal) is virtually independent from the initial radius r0. We have:

∆t ≈ 3rg/c. Then, knowing the time of the observations ∆t, we can calculate the value of

rg ≈ c∆t/3 and the black hole mass.

Expression (16) can be reduced to a cubic equation for r0. The value t1 also determined

from observations: t1 = π/(∆ω)1. Therefore calculating the roots of the cubic equation it

will be possible to estimate the initial distance r0 of dipole to the black hole before falling. In

the more general case (for example, when r0/rg ≤∼ 10) the value of r0 can also be determined

numerically.

In addition, the amplitude of the radiation power (which is also almost does not depend

on initial radius r0) will be available the ratio of the dipole moment to the distance from

black hole: d0/r.

4 In formula (12), we assumed the corners flux distribution of radiation energy as (∼ cos2 θ).
5 But for r0/rg ≤∼ 10 need to use the exact expressions (14-15).
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V. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

In order to be able to register the falling radiation from the dipole it is necessary that

the spectral energy density Ed,ω, which divided by time ∆t ≈ 3rg/c (during which the dipole

radiates — see Fig. 4), will be greater than the maximum sensitivity of the instrument Jdev,

multiplied by the total area of the scattering of radiation 4πr2 (here r — the distance from

the black hole to the observer, r >> r0):

Ed,ω/∆t > 4πr2Jdev or J ≡ Ed,ω/(4πr2∆t) > Jdev (17)

Assume for definiteness that that the maximum sensitivity of the instrument is

Jdev = 10−3[Jy], and 1[mJy] = 10−26[erg/(sm2 secHz)].

In according to the Fig. 4 we obtain approximately |Fm| ≈ 0.02d0/(rrg)
2. Therefore, when

ω >> c/rg and in accordance with the expressions (13) and (17), we have:

Ed,ω ≈
10−4

ω2
· 2cd20

3πr4g
or J ≈ 10−4

ω2
· cd20

6π2r2∆tr4g
. (18)

According to (17), we obtain restrictions on the frequency that you can still register with

the receiver sensitivity Jdev:

ω <
d0
rr2g
·
√

10−4c

6π2∆tJdev
≈ d0c

100πrr2g
√

18rgJdev
(19)

Let us estimate the dipole value d0, which is necessary for detection of radiation at frequency

ω >> c/rg when it falls into a black hole from radius r0 = 10rg. We assume that the magnetic

dipole radiates with the same spectrum as the electric. Physically, the magnetic dipole in

the first approximation can be a pulsar or a planet with its own magnetic field. If this is

a pulsar, the magnetic field at the surface is Hpuls ∼ 1012[G], and the size of the pulsar is

Rpuls ≈ 2 · 106[sm]. Hence dpuls0 ≈ Hpuls ·R3
puls ≈ 1031[SGS].

Similarly, for a planet like the Earth we receives: Rplan ≈ 6.4 · 108[sm], Hplan ≈ 0.5[G]

and dplan0 ≈ 1026[SGS].

From the Fig. 1 and the formula (18) we see that maximum spectral energy density is

about Ed,ω(max) ≈ 3 · 10−4d20/(cr
2
g), and the corresponding value Jmax ≈ 6 · 10−6d20/(r

2r3g) —

at frequencies of about ωmax ≈ 0.2c/rg.

For example, for the pulsar, which falling into a black hole (which is located at a distance

r ∼ 8[kPc] ≈ 2.4 · 1022[sm] from the Sun — in the center of the Milky Way) and have the
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mass Mbh ∼ 106M�, we obtain at the maximum radiation: Jpulsmax ≈ 100[Jy] — at a frequency

ωpulsmax ≈ 0.1[Hz]. Then by formula (19) we obtain for the pulsar: ωpuls <∼ 30 [Hz]. Ie at

frequencies above the ∼30Hz the radiation flux from the pulsar which falling in the central

(in our galaxy) black hole is less than one mJy.

Respectively, for a magnetized planet or asteroid with a magnetic dipole dplan0 (like Earth),

falling into a black hole, which is located at a distance of r ∼ 100[Pc] from the sun and has a

mass of Mbh ∼ 103M�, we obtain at the maximum radiation: Jplanmax ≈ 5 · 104[Jy] — at a fre-

quency ωpulsmax ≈ 60[Hz]. Then by formula (19) we obtain for the planet: ωplan <∼ 900[kHz].

For this reason, the study of magnetized matter which falling into black holes with in-

termediate mass seems most interesting. The process of falling of large bodies into black

holes with a mass of less than ∼ 103M� must be considered carefully, because in this case

we neglect the important limitation of our model — dipole size should be much smaller than

black hole (otherwise the dipole can be destroyed by tidal forces).

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the case of detection such observation spectra will be a real allow new and independent

way to determine the main characteristics of the black hole — its mass. In addition, is also

likely to be possible to determine by circumstantial evidence, some properties of magnetized

matter which accreting onto the black hole.

The main problem which arises when, would be too weak (for measuring) energy flow in

the radio frequencies for observation of a such process (dipole fall into a black hole).

In addition, apparently the fall of the strongly magnetized compact bodies to the black

holes are very rare event which is also a serious obstacle for the observations.

But it is also likely that the scanning of entire range in radioastronomy (for searching the

similar spectra for such as we have) will help to discover new black holes in our Galaxy and

will help the study of their properties.
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